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Abstract.
If X is a Banach space of functions analytic on the disk and
cp: D —►
D is analytic, one can define the composition operator C9 on X
by Cvf := f o <p. This paper discusses the boundedness and w-compactness
of composition operators on the analytic Lipschitz spaces stfa , 0 < a < 1 .

1. Introduction
For 0 < a < 1, let s/a be the space of functions / analytic in the unit disk
D of the complex plane that satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a; that is,
/ € sfa if and only if there is a constant K > 0 such that \f(z) - f(w)\ <
K\z - w\a for all z, weD.
with the norm
ll/lla - sup{|/(z)

It is a well-known fact that when we equip sfa
- /(ti;)|/|z

-w\a:z,w£jy,

z^w),

it is a Banach space (provided that we identify functions that differ by a constant). These spaces are very familiar to classical analysts. If tp is an analytic
function mapping D to D, we can define a linear operator C9 on srfa, called a
composition operator, by C9f := fotp . It is easy to see that an operator defined
in this manner is linear. In this paper, the boundedness and w -compactness
of such operators are studied. By the Closed Graph Theorem, C9 is bounded
on s/a if and only if C9 maps sfa to sfa . The main results of this paper are
Theorem A and Theorem B.
Theorem A. Let 0 < a < 1. Then Cv: sfa -> s/a is bounded if and only if

It should be pointed out that there are functions in srfa that do not satisfy
the above condition.
Let X be a Banach space. We say that a sequence {/„} in X converges
to f weakly in X if lim,,-^ Lf„ = Lf for every bounded linear functional
I on I. We say that a bounded linear operator T: X -> X is w-compact
if ||F/„|| -» 0 as n -» oo whenever /„ -> 0 weakly in X. We say that T is
compact if the image of the closed unit ball in X is compact in X.
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Theorem B. Let 0 < a < 1 and

lim (-LzKJ)

|r/(z)| = 0.

|«|-i- \l-\<p(z)\2J

Then Cv: sfa -* sfa is w-compact; however, the w-compactness of C9 does not

imply that this limit is 0.
2. Boundedness
Let 0 < a < 1, and define the metric

of Q,
pa on D by pa(z, w) = \z - w\a.

Then a function f, analytic in D, is in sfa if and only if there is a K > 0
such that \f(z) - f(w)\ < Kpa(z, w). This definition can easily be extended
by replacing pa with any metric on any domain. Suppose Q is a domain in
the complex plane C and d is a metric on Q. Define X to be the space of
functions analytic in Q satisfying a Lipschitz type condition in d. In other
words, a function /, analytic in Q, is in X if and only if
sup{|/(z) - f(w)\/d(z

,w):z^w}<

+00.

It is quite easy to see that if we define the norm

11/11
= sup{|/(z) - f(w)\/d(z ,w):z^w},
then X is a Banach space (provided that we identify functions that differ by a
constant). We refer to a space defined in this manner as a Lipschitz type space

on Q induced by d.
Given a Banach space X of analytic functions in £2, we can also define a
function

dx on Q x Q, as follows:

dx(z, w) = sup{|/(z) - f(w)\ : \\f\\x < 1}.
dx is called the induced distance of the space X. Observe that dx is a distance
on Q if X separates points of Q and each point evaluation is a bounded linear
functional on X. Note also that if X is a Lipschitz type space induced by d,
then, by definition, dx(z, w) < d(z, w) for all z, w £ Q and equality holds
if and only if d is induced by a Banach space Y, not necessarily X. It is easy
to show that Y c X and equality holds if and only if X is a Lipschitz type
space; however, the distance that induces X may not be dx ■It is possible that
it is not even comparable to dx , as we shall see below. The relationship between
X and its induced distance dx and between d and its induced Lipschitz type
space are studied in [Zhu2]. Now suppose <p:Q —>Q is analytic, and define
the operator Cv on X by C9f :- fo <p. An operator defined in this manner
is called a composition operator and is obviously linear. If X and Y are
normed linear spaces, we say that a linear operator T: X — Y is bounded if

||r|| = sup{||r/||:||/||<l}<+oo.
Lemma 1. Let X be a Lipschitz type space on a domain Q in C, and let
q>:Q — Q. The composition operator C9 is bounded as an operator from X to
X ifandonlyifdx(<p(z),
f(w)) < Kdx(z, w) for some constant K (depending

on <p)and all z, w efl.
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Proof. First, assume C9 is bounded. Then we have

dx(<p(z),<p(w))= sup{\f(<p(z))- f(<p(w))\:H/ll< 1}
= sup{|C,/(z)-C,/(«;)|:||/||<l}

= UCJsupdlCJ-'lC^z) - C,f(w)\: ll/H< 1}
<\\C9\\dx(z,w).
Letting K = \\C9\\ gives the desired result.
Now, to prove the other direction, suppose X is a Lipschitz type space in-

duced by d, let f £ X, and observe that

\C,f(z) - Cff(w)\ = \f(<p(z))- f(<p(w))\< \\f\\dx(<p(z),<p(w))
< K\\f\\dx(z, w) < K\\f\\d(z, w)
for all z, w £ Q. Therefore, for each /el,
C9f £ X, with ||Cf/|| < A"||/||,
and C9 is bounded with ||CP|| < K; the proof is completed.
The following lemma is a well-known result of Hardy and Littlewood and is
stated without proof. See [Dur] and Theorem B in [DRS].

Lemma 2. Let 0 < a < 1. A function f, analytic in D, belongs to the space
srfa if and only if sup{(l - |z|2)1-a|/'(z)| : z e D} is finite. Moreover, there is
a constant Ka > 0 (depending only on a) such that
K-l\\f\\a

< sup{(l - |z|2)»-a|/'(z)|

: z g D} < tfQ||/||Q.

Now let da be the metric on D induced by stfa with the norm || ||Q, and let
d'a(z,w)

= sup{|/(z)

- f(w)\ : sup{(l - |z|2)'-«|/'(z)|

: z e D} < 1}.

This also quite clearly defines a metric on D. By Lemma 2, these metrics are
comparable.
Lemma 3. For 0 < a < 1 and z e D we have

lim d-f^±

w->z

\Z — W\

= (I-\z\2)"-\

Proof. See Theorem 17 in [Zhul].
In [Zhu2] it is shown that for any Banach space X of analytic functions on

a domain flcC,

^^1?

= SUP{I//(Z)|:|I/II^1}

for all z £ Q. This fact, together with Lemmas 2 and 3, tells us that

K~l(l - Izl2)"-1 < lim d°(z>w) < a:o(i _ |2|2)«-i,
where Ka is a positive constant depending only on a. Lemma 3 also shows us
that pa and da are not comparable, but we know that they induce the same
Lipschitz type space. The interesting reader is referred to [Zhul, Zhu2].
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Theorem 4. Let 0 < a < 1 and tp: D -> D be analytic.

Then the operator

C9: s4a^> s/a is bounded if and only if

Proof. First, let f £ s/a and assume (1) is satisfied. Then by Lemma 2 there
is a positive constant Ka (depending only on a) such that

(1- \z?)>-°\{C,f)'{z)\
= (1- Irft'-l/ff(rBlf'WI

^"ll/ll-(r^Tp)"°l,,'(z)l
for all z e D. Hence, by Lemma 2 again, ||Cp/||tt < Af||/||a , where

and C9 is bounded.
To prove the other direction, assume C9 is bounded.
By Lemma 1,
da(q>(z), <p(w)) < Kda(z, w) for some constant K (depending on tp) and

all z, w £ D. So
K > da(<p(z), <p(w)) = da(tp(z), <p(w)) \tp(z) - <p(w)\ \z-w\
da(z,w)
\<p(z) - <p(w)\
\z-w\
da(z,w)

and
U_da(<p(z)

lim sup
u,->z

, <p(U!)) \<p(z) - <p(U!)\ \Z-W\

-r~Yj-j-j--7-7-r

|?>(z) - <p(w)\

\z-w\

da(z,w)

< A..

But, by the remark after Lemma 3 and the analyticity of <p, this limit exists
and is comparable to
/ 1-lzl2
\'"a

hence,

and we are done.
Corollary 5. Let 0 < a < 1. If C9: stfa — s?a is bounded and limr_i-

\<p(re'e)\

= 1 for some 0£[O, 2n) then limr^!-(l - r2)l-a\tp'(rei8)\ = 0.
Proof. Since C9 is bounded, there is a constant M > 0 such that
(1 - Izl2)1-"!^)!
< M(l - ^(z)!2)1"" for all z £ D. The desired result
easily follows.
At this point it would be quite natural for one to ask if, for 0 < a < 1, there
is a <p£srfa with \<p(z)\< 1 for all z e D such that C9 is not bounded from
s/a to s>/a. The answer to this question is that there are, in fact, many such
functions. In order to show this we will make use of some classical results about
conformal mappings from the disk to polygons. We use the same notation that
is used in [Ahl], and most of the remainder of this paragraph is quoted from
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there. Let P be an n-gon, and let ft be the region bounded by P. Let the
consecutive vertices be zx, ... , zn in positive cyclic order (we set zn+x = zx).
The angle at zk is defined to be arg((z/t_1 - zk)/(zk+x - zk)) between 0 and
2tt . We shall denote it by akn, 0 < ak < 2. It is also convenient to introduce
the outer angles pk% = (1 - ak)n, -1 < pk < 1. It can easily be shown that

Pi H-h

P„ —2 and that P is convex if and only if all pk > 0. All polygons

in the remainder of this section are assumed to be convex.
By the Riemann Mapping Theorem there are conformal_maps F: D —>ft,
which can be extended homeomorphically to map D to ft, mapping points
wk £ dD to the vertices zk of P and mapping the arcs between consecutive
wk 's to the sides of P. By the Schwarz-Christoffel formula, any such F can

be written as

F(z) = C [ f\(w-wk)-hdw
Jo ti

+ C,

where C and C are complex constants. Both of the above theorems are
classical and can be found in many standard complex analysis texts, including

[AhlJ.
Lemma 6. Let 0 < a < 1, let n be a positive integer, and let P c D be an
n-gon with angles akn (k = I, ... , n). Let ft be the region bounded by P,
and let F: D —►
ft be a conformal mapping given by the Schwarz-Christoffel

formula. Then F £S>faif and only if ak >a

(k - I, ... , n).

Proof. We use the characterization of s/a given by Lemma 2:

sup{(l + |z|2)'-a|F'(z)|} = |C| sup 1(1 - |z|2)'-Q f[\z-

wk\-P<\ ,

which is finite if and only if 1 - a > pk (k = 1,... , n). Since pk = 1 - ak ,
we are done.
Since px H-h

/?„ = 2 , Lemma 6 tells us that F £S/a implies a < 1 - 2/n .

Corollary 7. Let 0 < a < 1, let n be a positive integer, and let P c D be a
regular n-gon. Let ft be the region bounded by P, and let F: D -> ft be a
conformal mapping given by the Schwarz-Christoffel formula. Then F £ srfa if

and only if a < 1 - 2/n .
Proof. By Lemma 6, F e sfa if and only if a < 1 - pk (k = 1,...,«).

Since

P is regular, each pk = 2/n , giving us the desired result.

Theorem 8. Let 0 < a < 1. There exists Fe4

with \F(z)\ < 1 for all z e D

such that Cf is not bounded from sfa to srfa.
Proof. The proof is constructive. Choose a positive integer n such that a <
1 - 2/n, and let P c D be an n-gon with angles akn (k = I, ... , n) such
that one of the vertices, say zx, is on the unit circle. Let us also require that
ax = a and, for k ^ 1, ak > a. Let ft be the region bounded by P, and let
F: D —►
ft be a conformal mapping given by the Schwarz-Christoffel formula.
F £stfa due to Lemma 6. Let 8 = arg(u;i), and notice that px = 1 - a. Then

lim |F(«?''*)| = |zi| = 1;

r—»1~
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but
lim (1 - r2)l-a\F'(reie)\ = \C\ f] \ew - wk\-h lim ,(1~r

r-i-

;

'

v

n

'

'A1'

fcl

k=2

r^i-\re,e

^ °

- wx\h

n

= 21-°|C|JJl^-tUfcl-A #0.
fc=2

So by Corollary 5, Cf is not bounded from srfa to ^4 .
3. 10-COMPACTNESSOF Cp

Recall that a linear operator F defined on a Banach space X is said to be
w-compact if \\Tfn\\ -* 0 whenever /„-»0
weakly in X. It is easy to show
that w-compact operators are bounded. If X is a Banach space and T is
compact, then T is tu-compact, and if X is reflexive, then T is compact if
and only if it is W-compact; see [Rud].
Proposition 9. Let 0 < a < 1. If fn -* 0 weakly in s/a, then \\fn\\a are
bounded and f'n(z) —>0 uniformly on compact subsets of D.

Proof. The uniform boundedness principle guarantees the boundedness of the
norms of the sequence elements. Now let C be a compact subset of D. There
exists an r e (0, 1) such that |z| < r for all z £ C. Let z £ C. Then by
Lemma 2
U"'iVM<

•**all./nlla ^

n{ >l ~ (l-|z|2)'-a

KaM

- (1-r2)'-"'

for some constant M > 0. Hence {/(} is uniformly bounded on compact
subsets of D, which implies that it is a normal family. For z £ D, define

Tzf = f'(z). Since
I/(Z)|-(1-|Z|2).-'

Tz is a bounded linear functional on s>fa. Therefore, Tzfn = /J(z) —►
0 as
n-too,
and this is true for all z e D. This, taken together with the fact that
there is a subsequence {f„k} that converges uniformly on compact subsets of

D, finishes the proof.
Proposition 10. If q>£ sfa and <p(D) c D is compact, then C9 is w-compact
from stfa -»sfa.
Proof. Suppose /, —>0 weakly in s/a . By Lemma 2

\\C9fn\\a < *aSUP{(l - |Z|2)1-QL/XZ))||/(Z)|}
z€D

< MlaSUP{L/>(z))|}.
z€D

Since tp(D) is a compact subset of D and f'n(z) —>0 uniformly on compact
subsets of D,

\\C,f„\\a < \\9\\a SUP |/»h0
u>ep(D)

as n -> oo and C,, is w -compact.

Lemma 11. Let tp be in stfa such that \<p(z)\ < 1 for all z in D, and let C
be a compact subset of D. Then for each e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that if
1 - S < r < 1 then \f'(tp(rz))tp'(rz)r - f'(tp(z))tp'(z)\ < e for all z £ C and

f£K

withH/IU< 1•
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Proof. We will make
an analytic function.
each z £ C, \z\ < p.
radius R. Let z e C

use of the Cauchy integral formula for the derivative of
Since C is compact, there is a p £ (0, 1) such that for
Let R-p + (I - p)/2, and let Cr denote the circle of
and ||/||Q < 1. Then

\f(f(rz))<p'(rz)r-f(<p(z))<p'(z)\
<J_/
\f(<p(rw))-f(<p(w))\
2n JCR

-

471

^ 1 f \<p(rw)-tp(w)\°

\W-Z\2

2n JCr \w-zf

- 271 JCr

'

'-

\w - z\2

(l-p)2

This last quantity tends to 0 as r tends to 1, which completes the proof.

Theorem 12. Let 0<a<l,
bounded, and

p:D-»D
(

(2)

6e analytic such that C9: sfa —>stfa is

i-|z|2

lim [,

y-a

. ';'

|z|-i- VI -|^(z)|27

|p'(z)| = 0.

Then C9: srfa^> srfa is w-compact.
Proof. For 0 < r < 1, define (pr(z) = <p(rz). tpr(D) is a compact subset
of D, so by Proposition 10, C9r: s/a -+ stfa is w -compact. Assume that
limr_i- \\C9r - C9\\ — 0 and that /„ —>0 weakly in sfa. We know there is
a constant Af > 0 such that ||/„|| < M for all n . Let e > 0.

||<V„|| < HC*/.- C,/„|| + ||C,r/„||

< ll/»ll
lie*- e,|| + ne*/„||
<M\\C9r-C9\\

+ \\C9rfn\\.

Choose r £ (0, 1) such that \\C9r - C9\\ < e/2 A/, and choose n0 e N such
that ||C„,r/,|| < e/2 for n> «0 • Then ||CP/.|| < e and C9 is w-compact.
All that remains is to show that limr_i- \\C9r-C9\\ =0 whenever (2) holds.
Let e > 0 and choose p £ (0, 1) such that p < \z\ < 1 implies that
/

1-|Z|2

\1_a,

// X,

«

Let R £ (p, 1) and choose <5e (0, 1) such that 1 - 5 < r < 1 implies that

\f'(<p(z))tp'(z) - rf'(<p(rz))(p'(rz)\ < e/2
for |z| < R and ||/||a < 1 (Lemma 11 guarantees that we can do this). Let
r £ (a, 1), where a = max{ 1-6, £} . Notice that p/r < R. Applying Lemma

2, we have
||C* - C,|| < Ka sup {sup{(l - \z\2)l-a\f'(<p(z))tp'(z)

ll/IU<iUgd

- rf(v(rzW(rz)\})

<Ka(A + B),

where
A=

sup ( sup{(l-|z|2)1-"|/'(9»(z))?i'(z)-r/'(?»(rz))/(rz)|}}
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and
5=

sup {

sup

{(l-\z\2f-«\f'(<p(z))<p'(z)-rf'(<p(rz))<p'(rz)\}\.

We have chosen our parameters so that p/r < R and r > 1 - 8, so A < e/2.
Let us now concentrate on B. Since (1 - |z|2)1_° < (1 - |rz|2)1_a, B <
suP||/||a<i{5i+52},
where

B|%/S<,{(™F)'"°l^»ll-r<«,(z»>l(1-Wz)|2)'"°}
and

"2= ,/,X.{(>^wStp)'

"^"^W"^1

-M->l2>'-°}•

We also have |z| > |rz| > p, so 5i < ^a||/||ae/4.
If we replace Bx with 52
in the above inequality, it will still hold. We chose / so that ||/||a < 1, and so
sup||y||o<i{5i + B2} < Kae/2 . This gives us our desired result, i.e., (2) implies
that limr_i- ||CPr - C9\\ = 0, and C9 is w-compact.

Theorem 13. Let 0 < a < 1. There exists an analytic function f: D —►
D with
Cf w-compact on srfa that does not satisfy condition (2).
Proof. Let f(z) = 4_a(l - z)a , choosing the branch where /(0) = 4_a . Notice
that /(l) = 0. Clearly, / is analytic in D, and |/(z)| < 2~a for all z € D, so

that /(D) is a compact subset of D. So, by Proposition 10, Cf is to-compact;
however,
hm (T^iT^yp)

l/'WI = Mm (1 - r2)l~aa(l - r)a~l = 2l~aa.

Therefore / does not satisfy condition (2).
Added in proof

After this paper was submitted, two other papers were brought to the attention of the author. N. Zorboska pointed out that boundedness and compactness
of C9 on stfa has been studied in [Roan]. Additionally, one of the referees for
this paper observed that a corollary in [Roan] proves one direction of Theorem
4, and that there are examples in [Roan] which are relevant to Theorem 8. The
referee also pointed out [Shap], wherein it is shown that compact composition
operators on a wide variety of spaces of holomorphic functions contained in
the disk algebra, including the srfa spaces, must satisfy ||^||oo < 1 • Thus, a
complete characterization of both the bounded and compact C9 on sfa is already known. However, my statements of results, ideas, and methods of proof
are different from those in both [Roan] and [Shap].
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